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ABSTR
RACT
c be expoosed to seism
mic loading. For structtures of majjor importan
nce, extremee
Structures can
seismic loadings havve to be connsidered. Thhe proof of ssafety for suuch loadings requires a sophisticated
s
d
analysis. This paperr introduces an analysis method,
m
whiich still incluudes simpliffications, butt yields a farr
more reaalistic estimaation of the seismic
s
loadd bearing cappacity of reinnforced conccrete structurres compared
d
to comm
mon methods. It is based on the development of
o pushover curves and the applicattion of time-historiess for the dyynamic modeel to a representative harmonic
h
osccillator. Dynnamic param
meters of thee
oscillatoor, such as modal
m
mass and dampinng are compputed using a soil-structture-interactiion analysis.
Based on
o the pushhover-curve nonlinear force-deform
mation-capaccities are appplied to thhe oscillatorr
includinng hysteresis behavior chharacteristicss. The oscillator is then exposed to time-historiees of severall
earthquaakes. Based on this com
mputation thee required duuctility is coomputed. Thee ductility can be scaled
d
based upon
u
the scaaling of the time-historiees. Since booth, the unceertainty of tthe earthquaake by using
g
differentt time-historries and the uncertainty of the struccture by usinng characterristic and mean
m
materiall
values, are
a considereed, the uncerrtainty of thee structure unnder seismic loading can be explicitly
y represented
d
by a fraggility curve.
INTRO
ODUCTION
Seismic loaddings are com
mmon in reggions with hhigh and modderate seism
micity. They endanger
e
thee
critical infrastructure
i
es, such as bridges
b
and nuclear
n
poweer plants, andd the lives off humans. Thherefore new
w
structurees in such reegions are deesigned againnst seismic lloading. Especially for nnew nuclear power
p
plantss
major caare is underttaken to estim
mate the corrrect seismic hazard and to design thee systems, sttructures and
d
components in an aappropriate way.
w
Whereeas in traditiional buildinng and bridgge design ussually earth-w a 10 % exceedancce probabilitty in 50 yeaars are consiidered (yieldding to 475 years returnn
quakes with
period), for nuclear power strucctures earthquuakes with a return period of up to 10 000 yearrs have to bee
considerred.
The specificcation of a reeturn period is already ann indication, that the unccertainty of th
he loading iss
considerred by stochaastic means. However, whereas
w
curreent building codes use a semi-probab
bilistic safety
y
concept,, for extrem
me earthquakke loads with
h high re-tuurn periods direct
d
probaabilistic conccepts can bee
applied. This can bee either donee by full-proobabilistic methods
m
or byy fragility annalysis. In thhis paper wee
will disccuss the devvelopment of
o a seismic fragility forr an existingg reinforced concrete sttructure. Thee
investigaation considers both, advvanced strucctural and dyynamic modeeling and thee sound mod
deling of thee
uncertainnty by the caalculation off the fragility.
The paper iss divided intoo the followiing parts: Firrst we introduuce the conccept of seism
mic fragilities.
Subsequuently the strructural moddel used for the
t developm
ment of pushover-curves is discussed
d. In the thirdd
section we explain in detail thee steps of thhe dynamic analysis.
a
Finnally some rresults are prresented and
d
discusseed.
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SEISMIC FRAGILITIES
The current safety concept in structural engineering is based on a probabilistic and statistic
approach. Whereas other mathematical methods exist to deal with uncertainty (Proske 2011), stochasticity
as umbrella term of probabilistic and statistic means is the mathematical tool most widely used, best
understood and with the greatest variety of tools. However, the direct application of a full probabilistic
analysis is limited to special cases, since modeling, computation and reporting are extremely time
consuming. Simulations may run over weeks or even months, although major progress has been made in
the last years, both computationally and methodically. Such computation times are not acceptable in daily
business. However, if certain assumptions about the outcome of probabilistic computations are made, the
required computation time can be significantly decreased. Fragilities belong to this group of simplified
probabilistic analyses.
In general, fragilities are functions of the probability of failure of a certain structure, system or
component depending on the intensity of the loading. For seismic fragilities the intensity of the loading is
represented by the intensity of the earthquake. We have used the peak ground acceleration value as
anchor point for the earthquake intensity scale. Other spectral acceleration values may be used as
alternative anchor points.
The removal of the loading from the full probabilistic analysis can be seen as a first step of
simplification. The next step is an assumption about the function type of the fragility. Usually here only a
limited number of probability functions are considered, such as lognormal distribution (EPRI 1994),
normal distribution or Weibull distribution. With the selection of the probability function based on
recommendation documents, the need to prove this function in the specific case is eased. Some
researchers assume that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible to prove the validity of a probability
distribution. Indeed it requires high sample sizes or high simulation efforts when looking at the correct
representation of the distribution tails. In contrast, by selecting a normal or lognormal distribution, the
probability function and the fragility respectively can be fully developed by using only two supporting
points. Since the supporting points do not have to be located in regions of extreme low or extreme high
probabilities of failure, there is no need to carry out probabilistic computations in these regions. For
sampling based probabilistic techniques this is an overwhelming advantage.
Current studies have shown again (Zentner et al. 2008) that the assumption yields reasonably
accurate results. Therefore the following probability function and fragility respectively will be used
within this study:
 ln(a / Am 
Pf / a  





(1)

with P as probability of failure as function of the seismic intensity a, whereas a is spectral
acceleration of an anchor point of the uniform hazard curve (we have used the PGA-value), Φ as Gaussdistribution (normal distribution), Am as value of the spectral acceleration yielding a median failure
probability (50 % fractile) and ß as parameter of uncertainty (standard deviation). Furthermore, the
uncertainty parameter is divided into aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty. The aleatoric uncertainty is the
immanent uncertainty of the material and loading. In contrast, the epistemic uncertainty considers the
limitation of knowledge. Whereas the epistemic uncertainty can be lowered by additional data, the
aleatoric uncertainty is immutable.
It is common to consider the aleatoric uncertainty as a random variable, whereas the epistemic
uncertainty is considered as uncertainty of the statistical parameters, usually known as confidence
intervals. This yields the function corridor shown in fig. 1. The complete probability function and fragility
respectively with explicit consideration of the types of uncertainty is
 ln(a / Am  u  1(Q ) 

(2)
Pf / a  
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with ßR as aleatoric uncertainty (standard deviation), ßU as epistemic uncertainty (standard
deviation) and Φ-1 as inverse Gauss distribution. Furthermore often the composite-uncertainty is used,
which is defined as:
(3)
βC  βU2  βR2
An important point on the fragility curve is the HCLPF-value (High Confidence of Low
Probability of Failure). This value can be directly related to the semi-probabilistic codes of practice.
Modern codes of practice use so-called characteristic material values. The HCLPF value is defined as the
5 % fractile value with 95 % confidence interval. It is interesting to note, that with the application of
nonlinear methods also structural characteristic values and safety factors have been developed (Cervenka
et al. 2008), which can be interpreted as the HCLPF-value. Since maintenance of the distinction of the
uncertainty parameters throughout the analysis is very difficult, the HCLPF-value is often defined as the 1
% fractile value of the fragility function assuming, that the confidence interval will be covered by the
adjustment from the 5 % to the 1 % fractile value. This gives the HCLPF-value with
Am
HCLPF 
(4)
exp(2.33  βc )
The unit of the HCLPF-value, but also of the Am value and the uncertainty parameters depends
on the selection of the earthquake intensity parameter. We have used the acceleration unit g.
For the computation of the fragility curve a sufficient structural model is required.

Figure 1. Seismic Fragility: Terms..
DETERMINISTIC MODEL
The structure, which is investigated, is built of reinforced concrete. The structure was erected
with in-situ concrete at the end of the 1960s. The non-linear behaviour, which is expected during a strong
earth-quake, has to be considered by a pushover-analysis to receive realistic earthquake loadings. With
such an analysis the entire force and deformation capabilities of the structure can be determined as well as
the energy dissipation capabilities. Furthermore the pushover-curve will identify local failure and
therefore will indicate weak points in the structure. In general, a pushover-curve is a force-deformationfunction for a structure regarding a one-sided horizontal loading (FEM 356 2000, Meskouris et al. 2007).
In contrast to a full dynamic analysis, it is a static non-linear analysis.
Obviously, the results of such an investigation depend strongly on the load shape. Therefore the
load shape has to be chosen carefully. In our case, we have chosen the load shape based on results of the
probabilistic soil-structure interaction analysis.
The pushover-analysis was carried out with the program ATENA. This program can consider all
important features of reinforced concrete behaviour such as concrete cracking, crushing, reinforcement
yielding or rupture (Cervenka & Pappanikolaou 2008, Červenka et al. 2010). The finite element model
considers four floors above a very massive foundation slab. It includes columns, beams and walls (fig. 2).
For the model more than 3’000 three-dimensional higher-order-volume-elements were used. In the
columns, the reinforcement was modeled with discrete reinforcement bars, whereas in the other structural
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elements the reinforcement was modeled as smeared reinforcement. The computation time for one
pushover-curve was in the range of one day.
Both, element type and element size have been investigated by a sensitivity study of a column. It
was shown that even with this detailed and laborious modeling, the load bearing capacity can still be
considered as conservative.
Fig. 3 shows a deformation figure of the structure under horizontal load during a pushoveranalysis. Fig. 4 shows an obtained pushover-curve. The considerable ductility of the structure becomes
clearly recognizable in this figure. Furthermore a slight difference in the positive and negative horizontal
loading behaviour is visible. This difference in the range of 20 % is caused by a non-symmetric structural
behaviour.
The pushover-curve was computed either based on mean material properties (fig. 4) or based on
characteristic material properties. Therefore two support points for the fragility curve have been set.

Figure 2. Mesh of the Finite-Element-Model used (above) and visualization of the reinforcement modeled
in the columns (bottom).

Figure 3. Deformation of the structure during a pushover-analysis.
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The pushover-curve is an essential part of the analysis introduced here. However it is only the
first step, since it does not yet consider any dynamic properties. The curve is independent from the
seismic dynamic loading and therefore it can be used even under changing seismic loading spectra. In
contrast, the following steps are highly dependent upon the specific seismic loading.
Usually the seismic hazard is given as a uniform hazard spectrum for a certain ground level and a
certain return period of the value (fig. 5, top). Such hazard spectra are related to hazard curves given for
certain frequencies (fig. 5, bottom). In general, the uniform hazard spectra gives the spectral acceleration
over the frequency range for a certain return period, whereas the hazard curve gives the spectral
acceleration over the return period for a certain frequency. In fig. 5 the peak ground acceleration was used
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as anchor point of the hazard curve. Furthermore fig. 5 shows the relation between the hazard curve and
the uniform hazard spectrum.

Figure 4. Pushover-curve based on mean material properties.
The uniform hazard spectrum and the hazard curve can be either taken from codes, as usually
done for common building structures, or they are provided by experts. The development of site specific
hazard curves for nuclear power plants can be a long-lasting process. For example, during the PEGASOS
Project and the subsequent Pegasos Refinement Project the seismic loading for the nuclear power plant
sites in Switzerland has been estimated (Renault 2011).
In a first step, for the given uniform hazard spectra acceleration time histories were developed.
Detail about this time histories are given later. Based on this spectra-compatible acceleration time
histories a dynamic soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis was carried out using the program SASSI.
Although not directly linked to this step of the analysis, one result of the SSI are floor response spectra,
which can be used for the proof of components inside the buildings (APA Consulting 2011). Fig. 6 shows
such a floor response spectrum. Furthermore, the SSI considers random input variables and provides
statistical information about the results. For example, the spectral acceleration in floor response spectra
can be given as median and 84 fractile values.
The SSI gives the fundamental frequency of the structure and the modal parameter such as mass
and damping considering the coupled system (soil-structure) (Sadegh-Azar & Hartmann 2011). In
contrast, the pushover curves are based on the assumption of a completely stiff soil. The damping
considers material damping of the structure, material damping of the ground (strain-dependent damping)
and emission damping of the ground (foundation and light embedment). To consider the high uncertainty
of the different types of damping, variations were included in the analysis. Furthermore the SSI provided
the effective height and the participation factors. These factors are required to scale the deformation from
the top of the building computed with ATENA to the deformation at the effective height. With this
information we are able to construct an equivalent oscillator with the dynamic properties of the full
structure.
So far the pushover curve considers only monotonic increasing loads. However for the non-linear
dynamic analysis cyclic structural behaviour has to be considered. This is defined by hysteresis functions.
The representative oscillator model is expanded in the next step to include such hysteresis functions.
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Figure 5. Uniform Hazard Spectrum and Hazard Curve (PGA: Peak Ground Acceleration).

Figure 6: Floor Response Spectra in the upper part of the building
There exist different theoretical hysteresis models. We have used a hybrid model consisting of the
Modified Takeda (55 % contribution) and the Origin Centred (45 % contribution). The methods are
illustrated in fig. 7. The hybrid model shows lower hysteretic energy dissipation than the single Modified
Takeda (Kurmann 2009). It should be noted, that dynamic experiments have already been reproduced by
a ratio of 85% Modified Takeda and 15 % Origin Centred (Bimschas & Dazio 2008). Therefore the
analysis of the existing building, using a mixture of the two chosen hysteretic models, is conservative.
The experiments indicate a higher ductility.
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Figure 7 Used hysteresis rules for the non-linear dynamic analysis.

Figure 8. Model for ductility dependent on stiffness-drop according to Ruaumoko (Carr 2004).

Figure 9. Hysteresis in X-direction using the 5 % fractile Value of Material Properties.
Finally, a function for the force drop has to be defined. We have chosen the force decrease related
to ductility shown in fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the force-deformation-function of the oscillator for monotone
increasing ductility demand. The related hysteretic damping is shown in fig. 10.
In the next step, the representative oscillator is exposed to 30 acceleration time histories based on
real earthquake measurements (fig. 11). Only earthquakes with magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 were considered. The
earthquake duration was between 18.5 and 24 seconds. These 30 curves are selected and modified to meet
the uniform hazard spectrum over a great frequency range.
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Figure 10. Hysteretic damping of the oscillator.

Figure 11. Individual Spectra of the different Acceleration-Time-Functions.
By using the developed model and the acceleration time histories, we can compute the ductility of
the structure. However, the 30 applied acceleration time histories are related to one PGA-value only.
Therefore these curves have to be varied to consider different earthquake intensities. In our case the time
histories were incrementally up-scaled by 0.2 g based from 0.05 PGA. This method is called incremental
dynamic analysis.
With this analysis the required ductility of the structure is determined for certain intensities (fig.
12). The structural failure is then defined by exceeding a maximum acceptable ductility or deformation.
Alternatively an impact against neighboring structures can limit the deformation capacity.
Since the analysis was not only carried out using mean material properties but also characteristic
material properties and furthermore using the 30 time histories, also the uncertainty is considered in the
analysis. The uncertainty of exceeding the maximum acceptable ductility is given in terms of βR and βU.
Finally it should be mentioned, that the simultaneous seismic loading from the X-, Y- and Zdirection was included in the analysis by using the 100-40-40 rule. This rule states, that in one direction
100 % of the seismic loading is considered, whereas at the same time in the other directions only 40% of
the loading is used.
The single steps of the described analysis are visualized in fig. 13. In the first step the non-linear
load bearing behaviour was investigated by a pushover-curve. Then a representative oscillator was
modeled considering dynamic properties of the structure. To prepare these properties a soil-structureinteraction analysis was carried out. Finally the oscillator was exposed to several acceleration time
histories. Since the entire analysis was carried out for different material properties and different time
histories, both central tendency estimators as well as uncertainty estimators were computed. With this
data the fragility can be constructed.
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Figure 11. : Incremental dynamic analysis for representative oscillator with characteristic material values.

Figure 12: Analysis flow chart
RESULTS
The dynamic analysis shows, that the load bearing behaviour of the investigated structure is
nearly identical for both horizontal directions. The small difference is based on the different torsion
behaviour in the main directions. Therefore the fragility of the weaker direction is used. The HCLPF
value is the anchor point of the fragility curve based on the maximum ductility. It is in the range of 0.82 g
PGA, which is a considerable value. It is about double the acceleration, when the yielding of the
reinforcement in the structure begins. This fact proves that non-linear behavior has to be considered in the
analysis of reinforced concrete structures under seismic loading to achieve realistic results.
The HCLPF value for impact against neighboring structures is in the range of the yielding of the
reinforcement. However impacts will occur at the top of the structure and therefore will not yield to a
total collapse of the structure. Furthermore the impact will only cause local damage. A suitable damage
grade has to be selected carefully.
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Since the uncertainty of the loading and the resistance was considered, the analysis does not only
provide characteristic value, such as the HCLPF value or mean values, but also variation values.
Therefore the full fragility including these uncertainty parameters was developed. The final results are
given with ßR = 0.19, ßU = 0.34 und Am = 1.94 g. These values can be used consecutively in a Seismic
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (SPSA).
By the application of advanced static and dynamic models, major computational reserves were
utilized and proof of the load bearing capacity of the structure was even successful for extreme rare
seismic events. We would classify the analysis according to the system by Sadegh-Azar & Hartmann
(2011) as the most sophisticated method. An application to other structure types, such as bridges, is also
possible (Kurmann 2009).
In general, the robustness of carefully designed and built reinforced concrete structures has been
observed during some heavy seismic loadings in recent events (Japan, Chile, New Zealand). The damage
patterns of these types of structures indicate great safety margins, which can be directly incorporated in
probabilistic investigations such as the one presented here. Furthermore the results can be included in
probabilistic risk assessments considering not only the possibility of the structural failure, but also express
the consequences. In general, the analysis shows that civil engineers have learned from some very tragic
seismic events and are now able to design and build structures that resist heavy seismic loadings. This
yields a considerable decrease of the hazard for humans and structures in seismic active regions.
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